
Phase Angle Lab
Track C

Groups I and II



Phase Angle Lab
Track III - Groups A & B

General Instructions -
This Phase Angle Lab will give you a chance to work with several different types of phase angle measuring 
instruments and to increase your understanding of the voltage and current phase relationships in various three 
phase reactive metering installations. 

The load boxes used in this lab allow for a Unity setting, a Lagging power factor setting (near 60˚ current 
lagging voltage) and a Leading power factor setting (near -60˚ current leading voltage or 300˚ current lagging 
voltage). The load current magnitudes will be set by adjusting the dials on the front of the load box at each lab 
location. Each lab will have a phase angle instrument available and with some of the phase angle instruments 
the lab assistants will be helping your group in operating the instrument (this does not make it their lab - you 
should be prepared to proceed with minimal help from them). The required phase angle measurements will be 
made at the meter test switch so make sure that the group becomes familiar with the test switch along with the 
full lab set-up at each location. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on the lab sheet provided for 
the steps of each lab. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then ‘vector out’ the pertinent 
vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. A stopwatch load check should also be made to 
confirm the agreement between the measured phase angles and the loads the watthour and varhour meters are 
measuring. This lab uses electromechanical meters so that each participant in the group can view the status of 
the meters as the lab progresses.       

Lab Set-ups:
Break-up into equal size groups and proceed to your first lab location. There are eight set-ups with seven differ-
ent labs available. The labs available are:
Lab #1 - Three phase, four wire WYE with a Form 9S meter (there are two identical set-ups like this one)
Lab #2 - Three phase, four wire DELTA with a Form 8S meter 
Lab #3 - Three phase, four wire DELTA with a Form 5S meter - with Two CTs 
Lab #4 - Three phase, four wire WYE with a Form 6S meter
Lab #5 - Three phase, four wire WYE with a Form 5S meter - with DELTA connected CTs
Lab #6 - Three phase, three wire DELTA with a Form 5S meter - ABC Phase Sequence 
Lab #7 - Three phase, three wire DELTA with a Form 5S meter - CBA Phase Sequence
  
Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to the lab by toggling the main power switch to the on position. Dial up current on the variac 
dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in the current coils in the meter (this can be done by 
switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is energized and current is flowing 
(do not adjust the variacs - this is to help the lab proof process) use the phase angle instrument to make your 
phase angle readings at the meter test switch. If you or anyone in your group has any questions about the lab 
set-up please ask for assistance from the lab facilitator or lab assistants before getting starting.   
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before starting all of the lab projects please take time to create an expectation of the phase angle measure-
ments you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what each phase angle measurement 
should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab proof process should be used to prove if your under-
standing of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to prove this is by creating an expec-
tation and then proving it or disproving it.

Once you have finished with the steps of the lab turn the variacs back to no load and switch off the main power 
toggle switch. 
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RIGHT TRIANGLE RELATIONSHIPS
for Electrical Power

Watts (W)

Vars (Vr)Volt A
mps (V

a)

θ

Trigonometric Functions for a Power Triangle
Formula 1 
Sine of Angle θ =       Vars       
      Volt Amps

Formula 4 
Volt Amps x Sine of Angle θ = Vars

Formula 7
Volt Amps =         Vars           
         Sine of Angle θ

Formula 2 
Cosine of Angle θ =       Watts       
           Volt Amps

Formula 5
Volt Amps x Cosine of Angle θ = Watts

Formula 8
Volt Amps =         Watts           
         Cosine of Angle θ

Formula 3 
Tangent of Angle θ =       Vars       
                Watts

Formula 6
Watts x Tangent of Angle θ = Vars

Formula 9
Watts =            Vars            
 Tangent of Angle θ

Pythagorean Theorem Formulas for a Power Triangle

  Formula 10 - Volt Amps =     Watts2 + Vars2

  Formula 11- Watts =     Volt Amps2 - Vars2

  Formula 12 - Vars =     Volt Amps2 - Watts2

Related Information on Power Factor and Phase Angles

  Power Factor for the Circuit = Cosine of Angle θ or       Watts        or       Active Power     
                      Volt Amps           Apparent Power 

  The degree value of Angle θ = Inverse of the Tangent of Angle θ or       Vars        (Arc tangent or TAN-1) = Phase Angle θ  
                              Watts

  Additionally, the degree value of Angle θ also equals the inverse of the Sine of Angle θ or the inverse of the Cosine of Angle θ 

  

Volt Amps = Apparent Power

Watts = Active Power

Vars = Reactive Power
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Lab Project #1 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 9S - 3 Element Meter

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
four wire WYE, Form 9S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on the 
lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current on the 
three variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in all three current coils in the meter 
(this can be done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is ener-
gized and current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the 
meter test switch. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #1 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IA, IB, and IC currents. Make certain 
that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 9S meter installation at unity 
power factor?

Instructions for Lab #1 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IA, IB, and IC currents). 
Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are 
set to Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 9S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor?

Instructions for Lab #1 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IA, IB, 
and IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - 
Lag switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 9S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

1
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - B’N to IA __________˚ V - B’N to IB __________˚ V - B’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚   

9 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #1 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE 
Form 9S - 3 Element Meter
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 4
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - B’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

1
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V - A’N to IA __________˚          V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - B’N to IA __________˚ V - B’N to IB __________˚ V - B’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚   

9 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #1- Step 2 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 9S - 3 Element Meter
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 4
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = __________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - B’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

1
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - B’N to IA __________˚ V - B’N to IB __________˚ V - B’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚   

9 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #1 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 9S - 3 Element Meter
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 4
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = __________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - B’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

1
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Lab Project #2 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 8S - 2 Element Meter

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
four wire DELTA, Form 8S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on 
the lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current on the 
three variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in all three current coils in the meter 
(this can be done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is ener-
gized and current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the 
meter test switch. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #2 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IA, IB, and IC currents. Make certain 
that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire DELTA, Form 8S meter installation at unity 
power factor?

Instructions for Lab #2 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IA, IB, and IC currents). 
Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are 
set to Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire DELTA, Form 8S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor?

Instructions for Lab #2 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IA, IB, 
and IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - 
Lag switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire DELTA, Form 8S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

2
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V - A’B to IA __________˚         V - A’B to IB __________˚          V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire Delta

Lab Project #2 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 8S - 2 Element Meter
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 8
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

2
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V - A’B to IA __________˚         V - A’B to IB __________˚          V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire Delta

Lab Project #2 - Step 2 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 8S - 2 Element Meter
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 8
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

2
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V - A’B to IA __________˚         V - A’B to IB __________˚          V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire Delta

Lab Project #2 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 8S - 2 Element Meter
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 8
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

2
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Lab Project #3 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
four wire DELTA, Form 5S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on 
the lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current on the 
three variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in the meter current coils (this can be 
done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is energized and 
current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the meter test 
switch. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #3 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IAB, and IC currents. Make certain that 
the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at unity 
power factor?

Instructions for Lab #3 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IAB, and IC currents). 
Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are 
set to Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor?

Instructions for Lab #3 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IAB, and 
IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag 
switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

3
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V - A’B to IAB __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IAB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire Delta

Lab Project #3 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CTs have matching ratio and primary turns
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 12 
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’N, IAB, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

3
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V - A’B to IAB __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IAB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire Delta

Lab Project #3 - Step 2 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CTs have matching ratio and primary turns
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 12
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’N, IAB, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

3
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V - A’B to IAB __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IAB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire Delta

Lab Project #3 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 4 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CTs have matching ratio and primary turns
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 12
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’N, IAB, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

3
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Lab Project #4 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 6S - 2½ Element Meter

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
four wire WYE, Form 6S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on the 
lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current on the 
three variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in the meter current coils (this can be 
done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is energized and 
current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the meter test 
switch. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #4 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IA, IB, and IC currents. Make certain 
that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 6S meter installation at unity 
power factor?

Instructions for Lab #4 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IA, IB, and IC currents). 
Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are 
set to Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 6S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor?

Instructions for Lab #4 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IA, IB, 
and IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - 
Lag switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 6S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

4
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #4 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 6S - 2½ Element Meter
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 16
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

4
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #4 - Step 2 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 6S - 2½ Element Meter
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 16
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

4
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #4 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 6S - 2½ Element Meter
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 16
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

4
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Lab Project #5 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter (with DELTA connected CTs)

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
four wire WYE, Form 5S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on the 
lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current on the 
three variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in the meter current coils (this can be 
done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is energized and 
current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the meter test 
switch. Measuring the phase angles for the individual currents (IA, IB, IC) in this installation will take some 
investigation and increased understanding by your group. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #5 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IA, IB, and IC currents. Make certain 
that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 5S meter installation at unity 
power factor?

Instructions for Lab #5 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IA, IB, and IC currents). 
Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are 
set to Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 5S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor?

Instructions for Lab #5 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IA, IB, 
and IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - 
Lag switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, four wire WYE, Form 5S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

5
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #5 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter (DELTA connected CTs)
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 20
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

5
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #5 - Step 2 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter (DELTA connected CTs)
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 20
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

5
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V - A’N to IA __________˚         V - A’N to IB __________˚          V - A’N to IC __________˚

V - C’N to IA __________˚ V - C’N to IB __________˚ V - C’N to IC __________˚

6 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 4 Wire WYE

Lab Project #5 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 4 Wire WYE
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter (DELTA connected CTs)
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 20
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’N, V - C’N, IA, IB, IC (use V - A’N as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

5
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Lab Project #6 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - ABC Phase Sequence

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
three wire DELTA, Form 5S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on 
the lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current with 
the variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in the meter current coils (this can be 
done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is energized and 
current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the meter test 
switch. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #6 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IA, and IC currents. Make certain that 
the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, three wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at unity 
power factor and ABC Phase Sequence?

Instructions for Lab #6 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IA, and IC currents). Make 
certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are set to 
Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, three wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor and ABC Phase Sequence?

Instructions for Lab #6 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IA, and 
IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag 
switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, three wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor and ABC Phase Sequence?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

6
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V - A’B to IA __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’B to IA __________˚ V - C’B to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 3 Wire Delta

Lab Project #6 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - ABC Phase Sequence
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 24
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

With Unity Power Factor check the rotation of the individual elements of the Varhour Meter.
Do this with the current switches at the test switch.

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’B, IA, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

6
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V - A’B to IA __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’B to IA __________˚ V - C’B to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 3 Wire Delta

Lab Project #6 - Step 2 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - ABC Phase Sequence
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 24
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’B, IA, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

6
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V - A’B to IA __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’B to IA __________˚ V - C’B to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 3 Wire Delta

Lab Project #6 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - ABC Phase Sequence
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 24
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’B, IA, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

6
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Lab Project #7 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CBA Phase Sequence

Explanation:
This is a three step lab where you will be required to make phase angle measurements on a three phase 
three wire DELTA, Form 5S reactive meter installation. The phase angle measurements will be recorded on 
the lab sheets provided for each step. Once the phase angle measurements have been made then you will 
‘vector out’ the pertinent vector information on the Field Vector Graph also provided. 

Getting Started: 
Turn on the power to this lab by toggling the main power switch to the ‘on’ position. Dial up current with 
the variac dials on the load box. Verify that there is current flowing in the meter current coils (this can be 
done by switching the current switches on the meter test switch). Once the load box is energized and 
current is flowing use the phase angle instrument to make your phase angle readings at the meter test 
switch. 
Note: The Unity - PF or Lead - Lag switches can be toggled under load. 

Create an Expectation: 
Before each of the following steps in this and all lab projects please take time to create an expectation of 
the phase angle measurements you will be making. Take some time as a lab group to talk through what 
each phase angle measurement should be and then why you believe this is true. The lab process should be 
used to prove if your understanding of the phase angle relationships are correct or not. The only way to 
prove this is by creating an expectation and then proving it or disproving it.

Instructions for Lab #7 Step 1: 
This lab is at unity power factor and measurable current flowing for IA, and IC currents. Make certain that 
the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the Unity position. Note: With these toggle switches set to Unity it 
does not matter what position the Lead - Lag switches are in. 
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, three wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at unity 
power factor and CBA Phase Sequence?

Instructions for Lab #7 Step 2: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near 60˚ lagging on each current (IA, and IC currents). Make 
certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag switches are set to  
Lag.   
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, three wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at a 60˚ 
lagging power factor and CBA Phase Sequence?

Instructions for Lab #7 Step 3: 
This lab is at a non-unity power factor that is near -60˚ leading (or 300° lagging) on each current (IA, and 
IC currents). Make certain that the Unity - PF toggle switches are in the PF position and that the Lead - Lag 
switches are set to Lead.  
What are your group’s expectation for a three phase, three wire DELTA, Form 5S meter installation at a -60˚ 
(300˚) leading factor and CBA Phase Sequence?

Stopwatch Load Check Formula =   3600 x # of Meter Revs x Meter Kh    = Watts or Active Power and 
            Time in Seconds (for the Meter Revs)      Vars or Reactive Power

7
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V - A’B to IA __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’B to IA __________˚ V - C’B to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 3 Wire Delta

Lab Project #7 - Step 1 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CBA Phase Sequence
Measurable Current at Unity Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 28
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = Stopped (or zero) PF = __________ 

With Unity Power Factor check the rotation of the individual elements of the Varhour Meter.
Do this with the current switches at the test switch.

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’B, IA, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

7
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V - A’B to IA __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’B to IA __________˚ V - C’B to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 3 Wire Delta

Lab Project #7 - Step 2 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CBA Phase Sequence
Measurable Current with a Lagging Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 28
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’B, IA, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

7
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V - A’B to IA __________˚                   V - A’B to IC __________˚

V - C’B to IA __________˚ V - C’B to IC __________˚

4 Phase Angle Measurements - Three Phase 3 Wire Delta

Lab Project #7 - Step 3 - 3 Phase 3 Wire DELTA
Form 5S - 2 Element Meter - CBA Phase Sequence
Measurable Current with a Leading Power Factor - Lab instructions are on page 28
Record all phase angle relationships 

Field Meter Vector Graph

Stopwatch Watts = ____________ Stopwatch Vars = ____________ PF = __________ 

Complete a Vector Diagram of the following Phase Angle Relationships (label all vectors)
V- A’B, V - C’B, IA, IC (use V - A’B as the reference vector)

Please identify the per element voltage and current relationships.

7

 0˚

 30˚ 150˚

 +180˚

 210˚
(-150˚)

 225˚
(-135˚)

 240˚
(-120˚)

 270˚
(-90˚)

 300˚
(-60˚)

 315˚
(-45˚)

 330˚
(-30˚)

 45˚ 60˚ 90˚ 120˚ 135˚
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